SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES
S1: Imagine your friend Lindsay received the following information about her risk of developing
Alzheimer’s disease. Your friend Lindsay has European ancestry and she is 55 years old.

1.

Based on these results, what are Lindsay’s chances of developing Alzheimer’s
disease compared to the average woman of her age and ethnicity? (correct response:
much higher)
Much higher
Somewhat higher
About the same
Somewhat lower
Much lower

2.
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Based on her results, which of the following statements best describes Lindsay's
chances of developing Alzheimer's disease? (correct response: she has a 43% chance
of developing Alzheimer’s disease by age 79 [23andMe]; She has a greater than
13% chance of developing Alzheimer’s disease [Pathway])
[if company is 23andMe]
She will almost certainly develop
Alzheimer's disease
She has a 43% chance of
developing Alzheimer's disease
by age 79
She has a 7% chance of
developing Alzheimer's disease
by age 79
She will definitely NOT develop
Alzheimer's disease
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[if company is Pathway]
She will almost certainly develop
Alzheimer's disease
She has a greater than 13%
chance of developing Alzheimer's
disease
She has a 13% chance of
developing Alzheimer's disease
She will definitely NOT develop
Alzheimer's disease
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S2: Imagine your friend Dan received the following information about his risk for type 2 diabetes.
Dan is a 35-year-old man of European ancestry who is 5 feet 8 inches tall and weighs 210 lbs.
His doctor told him that according to his Body Mass Index or BMI, he is considered to be obese.
Dan does not currently have type 2 diabetes.

3.

Based on his GENETIC results, what are Dan’s chances of developing diabetes
compared to the average man of his age and ethnicity? (correct response: Somewhat
lower)
Much higher
Somewhat higher
About the same
Somewhat lower
Much lower

4.

Based on his GENETIC results, do you think that Dan: (correct response: Probably will
NOT develop diabetes)
Definitely will develop diabetes
Probably will develop diabetes
Probably will NOT develop
diabetes
Definitely will NOT develop
diabetes

5.
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Which of the following is a true statement about Dan’s risk of diabetes? (correct
response: Dan’s obesity is an IMPORTANT risk factor for diabetes regardless of
his genetic results)
Dan’s obesity is an IMPORTANT
risk factor for diabetes regardless
of his genetic results
Dan’s obesity is LESS of a risk
factor for diabetes because of his
genetic results
Dan’s obesity is NOT a risk factor
for diabetes
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S3: Now imagine your friend Erin received the following carrier screening results:

6.

Based on these results, what would you say about Erin?
True
1
False
2
6a.
6b.
6c.

Erin does not carry any variants/mutations for the diseases listed
in the report (F)
Erin herself likely has one of the diseases or conditions listed in the
report (F)
Erin’s children could inherit a variant or mutation for one of the
conditions listed in the report (T)

S4: Imagine your friend Erin received the following phenylketonuria (PKU) result:

7. Based on these results, what are the chances that Erin has phenylketonuria (PKU)? (correct
response: Most likely does NOT have PKU)
Definitely has PKU
Most likely has PKU
Most likely does NOT have PKU
Definitely does NOT have PKU
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8. The father of Erin’s child is a carrier of a PKU mutation. Based on these results,
what is the chance for Erin’s child to have PKU? (correct response: 25% chance that
Erin’s child will have PKU)
100% chance that Erin’s child will
have PKU
50% chance that Erin’s child will
have PKU
25% chance that Erin’s child will
have PKU
0% chance that Erin’s child will
have PKU
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S5: Now imagine your friend Erin received the following cystic fibrosis (CF) result:

9.

Based on these results, what are the chances that Erin has cystic fibrosis (CF)?
(correct response: Most likely does NOT have cystic fibrosis)
Definitely has cystic fibrosis
Most likely has cystic fibrosis
Most likely does NOT have cystic
fibrosis
Definitely does NOT have cystic
fibrosis

10.
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Based on these results, what is the chance that Erin is a carrier of a CF mutation?
(correct response: Most likely is NOT a carrier)
Definitely is a carrier
Most likely is a carrier
Most likely is NOT a carrier
Definitely is NOT a carrier
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S6: Imagine your friend Frank takes a statin drug called simvastatin to reduce his cholesterol
level. Frank receives the following drug response results:

11.
Based on his statins drug response results, what are Frank’s chances of
myopathy while taking statin therapy? (correct response: Higher than average)
Higher than average
About average
Lower than average
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